Quality Windows and Doors for All Seasons

M-950 Passes Large Missile Impact Testing
April 4, 2011
CHARLEVOIX, MI - Wojan Window & Door Corp. has reached a significant milestone in the evolution of
their M-950 product family with models in the series recently passing large missile impact testing. The
M-950 Series is a line of commercial aluminum windows Wojan introduced in May of last year. The
series launched with AW-rated single-hung and fixed windows, and recently Wojan added a CW-rated
horizontal slider version to compliment the SH and fixed products. Blast-resistant models were added in
October and now the series rounds out with this new line of impact-resistant windows in both singlehung and fixed configurations. Considering
Wojan’s expertise as a custom manufacturer, they
can also combine attributes and produce highlyrated windows that are both blast- and impactresistant.
“We have fixed windows in our M-85 line that are
impact rated and expected the M-950 models to
easily qualify for the same,” explains Senior
Engineer David Dewey, “They passed with flying
colors – and just like the blast windows, can be
installed at the jambs only or the head and sill
only. We are extremely pleased.”

M-950 Fixed and Single-Hung

“This expands the market for the M-950,” states industry veteran and Wojan Vice President of Sales Rick
Pagano. “In one model, Wojan can now offer an AW-rated blast window, an AW-rated impact window,
and a version that’s an impact/blast; creating an ideal product for military facilities along the coast.”

Testing conducted at Architectural Testing, Inc. in Schofield, WI
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M-950 models passing the large missile
impact testing were in Single-Hung and Fixed
over Fixed configurations. The base and
impact models feature a 3¼” frame while the
blast and blast/impact versions measure 4¾”.
Thermally-broken for better overall
performance, these models utilize AzoBrader™ technology which carries a 10-year
warranty against failure of the polymer.
Typical of the company’s entire window line,
numerous finishes, accessories and a variety
of mulling and stacking options are available.

“This is an enormous accomplishment for Wojan,” adds Pagano. “We are eager to present this to the
market and continue to prove why this company has excelled in the commercial building industry for
nearly 60 years.”
Founded in 1952, Wojan Window & Door Corp. manufactures quality aluminum windows and sliding
glass doors for the U.S. marketplace from facilities in Charlevoix and Coldwater, Michigan. The diverse
product line is rated for a variety of commercial and architectural applications. Wojan has been
recognized four years in a row by Inc.® Magazine as one of the fastest growing private companies in
America. Wojan is a member of AAMA (American Architectural Manufacturers Association), and is a
registered provider with AIA/CES (American Institute of Architects Continuing Education System).
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